Application:

Applications:

Wind powerplants

Chemical and thermal
process engineering

Products:
Silicone heaters, insulations made of silicone
and heated hoses

Winkler GmbH
Englerstraße 24
D-69126 Heidelberg

Products:
Heating mats, heating jackets, heating tapes,
heated hoses, industrial and laboratory
heating mantles

Tmax = 900 °C

Our headquarter in Heidelberg

Tel. +49-6221-3646-0
Fax: +49-6221-3646-40
sales@winkler.eu
www.winkler.eu

Our site in Walldorf

Applications:

Machines, devices and
instruments
Products:
Heating mats, silicone heaters, controllers
and silicone heating caps with integrated
miniature controller

Please visit our homepage

Winkler GmbH – who we are
and what distinguishes us
Our work not only centres on the product itself, but also
on developing complete solutions. It is with this belief in
mind that our employees plan and manufacture electrical
heating devices - adapted precisely to your requirements
as a customer. Your temperature problem is our inspiration. Our resourceful developers and skilled manufacturing
specialists do everything within their power to make your
enquiry into a Winkler heating solution. This way we can
respond flexibly and quickly deliver you a ready-for-connection result from a single source. We’re proud of that!
There is not only enthusiasm for innovation in our 60
employees’ heads, but also comprehensive knowledge
from a wide range of technologies. We have continuously
transferred the experience gained since the company’s
foundation in 1979 into new product and application
areas, such as explosion protection. This versatility allows
us to supply customers in industry, in the laboratory and
in railway technology – worldwide. But no matter where:
We are in close contact with every customer. Because the
better we fulfil your requirements, the more convincing
the results. And that is what matters for us!

Winkler GmbH
Englerstrasse 24
69126 Heidelberg
Germany
Tel. +49-6221-3646-0
Fax +49-6221-3646-40
E-Mail: sales@winkler.eu
www.winkler.eu

Applications:

Application:

Applications:

Environmental and
process measurement

Exhaust measurement
on test beds and vehicles

Filling and dosing
technology

Products:
Heated lines, ATEX-heated lines for zones 1/2
(Gas) and 21/22 (Dust) with EC-type examination,
heated filter housings

Products:
Heated lines, heated wall bushings, heating
jackets and silicone heaters

Products:
Heated hoses, heating jackets, drum heaters.
Atex heated hoses and Atex drum heaters
for zones 1/2 (Gas) and 21/22 (Dust) with EC-type
examination.

Applications:

Application:

Application:

Bonding and plastics
engineering

Railway technology

Medical engineering

Products:
Silicone heaters, insulations made of silicone,
controllers, heated hoses and
"Seamless" heating cables
according to DIN 54837 and
DIN 5510-2 for railway technology

Products:
Heated hoses, silicone heaters and
heating foils

Products:
Heated hoses and drum heaters
for the processing of glue,
hot-melt-products and plastics

